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TWO HIGH-BETA TOROIDAL CONFIGURATIONS: A STELLARATOR AND A TOKAMAKTORSATRON HYBRID.
Two novel modular-coil toroidal confinement systems are presented, both having simple
coil structures, quasi-helical symmetry, and a potential for stable high-beta confinement. The
tokatron is a highly elongated tokamak with finite vacuum-field rotational transform provided
by twisting the toroidal field coils so as to lie in surfaces with vertically oriented screw symmetry.
The heliac consists of an Q = I helical field superimposed on the poloidal field produced by a
current-carrying toroidal conductor. It has a magnetic well even in the limit of large-aspect-ratio R/a .
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TOKATRON

The addition of a torsatron vacuum field to ·the tokamak
configuration can serve to enhance stability against ballooning
and resistive kink modes, In order for the tokamak poloidal field
to contribute significantly, in turri, to stability and plasma
confinement, a toroidal configuration with low aspect ratio R/a
and with large vertical elongation b/a is desirable. ·
These
conditions tend to conflict with conventional stellarator/
torsatron symmetry', i.e. B = B(r ,e - kRI)>), where r is the minor
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FIG. I.

Tokamak configuration.
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radius and 9 and lj> are the poloidal and toroidal angles .
This
contradiction can be resolved by twisting the toroidal field coils
to form a tor sa tron winding (Fig. 1) with screw symmetry pointing
along the z-axis, rather than along the toroidal minor axis, ,.
i.e ~
= B(R,Ij> - kz).
In that case, R/a can be arbitrarily low; (
perfect symmetry is achieved in the limit b/a ~ oo.
The coils lie (
in screw planes lj> = lj> + kz; they are modular and topologicallY .·
0
unentangled .

B

l
l

To produce a closed toka tron vacuum- field configuration, an
external vertical field is superimposed, as in the related case of [
"semi-stellarator" fields described in Ief. [1 ]. The presence of
the vacmnn field facilitates the maintenance of highly elongated
tokamak plasmas in positionally stable equilibrium , as in the ·
plasma configurations of Ref. [2].
The presence of the plasma l
current, in turri, serves to alleviate symmetry-spoiling finite- (
length effects on flux surfaces and particle orbits.
,.

I
I

'
kcurate
self-consistent
equilibria
for
tokatr on 1
configurations can be modeled with asymptotic expansions based on .
a small helical field.
It has been shown that a narrow parameter 1
range exists, such that the helical-field transform can help to (
shape the minor cross section of the current-carrying plasma,
·
·
d
[3] .
'L'\·rther rI
whil e goo d magnetlc
sur f aces are malntaine
ru
particulars concerning the tokatron are given in Ref. [4].
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He/iac configu ration .

THE HELIAC

The superposition of an .R. = 1 torsatron vacuum field on the
tokamak- like
peloidal
field
of a
current-carrying
toroidal
conductor produces nested helical flux tubes [5-7] analog ous to
the mag netic isl a nds that can develop near a rational surface in a
tokamak .
The minor cross sections of the outer flux surfaces
become increasingly kidney-shaped near the edge, with the concave
side of the kidney facing the toroidal conductor .
Such a
configuration can have a deep mag netic well derived from the
gradient of the peloidal field [5] • The necessary .R. = 1 field can
be produced by a set of ordinary tokamak TF coils lying in
vertical planes with their centers located on a helical curve
around the central conductor (Fig. 2) .
The current-carrying
toroidal conductor markedly increases the rotational transform,
allowing shorter connection length between regions of favorable
and unfavorable curvature, and provides large local shear, thus
improving the beta.
The centers of the TF coils are on a helical
path <P = -N6, \vi th <P and 8 the toroidal and peloidal angles and N
the number
of
periods •
The heliac differs
from
earlier
stellarators with nonplanar axes [8-12] in having a current in the
central conductor to create a vacuum-field magnetic well.
k3 can
be seen from the comparison in Table I
with conventional
stellarators and torsatrons with planar ax es, the heliac is
naturally suited to have a stable equilibrium with high beta, due
to its large rotational transform and magnetic well .
The formation of magnetic surfaces in the heliac can easily
be understood using a magnetic island model .
If the toroidal
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF HELIAC AND
PLANAR MAGNETIC AXIS STELLARATORS
AND TORSATRONS
Heliac
axis

Planar
axis

Magnetic well with
large transform

Yes

No

l

Magnetic well without
toroidal shift

Possible

No

{

High global shear

No

Possible

l

High local shear

Yes

Yes

Expected beta limit

~>20 %

l

r
r
I

field coil• were not placed to provide
field would be axisymmetric with B a: r-

f

,J

helical component,
decreasing outward from (

p

'

the c_~ tral conductor, corresponding to a rotational transform 1
x a: r
• The helical distortion of the field resonates with the ,
s
magnetic field lines on and near where x = N, creating a magnetic
s
island similar to those created in a tokamak by tearing modes·
The surfaces in the central region of this island are used for
plasma confinement .

.

This model gives a rough estimate of the rotational transforo l(
in the heliac.
A magnetic field line at the resonance point goes
around the central conductor N times and closes on itself after ·l··
going once around the torus •
Due to the r-2 dependence of the
transform associated with the toroidal conductor, a line further
out will not complete the N circuits, and one on the inside will .have completed the N circuits before getting around. In estimate (
of this precession shows that the transform per period has the 1
following approximate dependence on the shape of the magnetic
surfaces:
-l-

h

"'

( 1)

2w/h

r

where w is the width and h is the height of a surface·
rotational transform N associated with the twisting of the surface
about the central coil must be added to thi~, so that

t- =

f

I

N(l -

t- )

h

(2)

I

I

l
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Note that these two rotations are in opposite directions.
The
first term in Eq. (2) is the familiar transform associated with
the torsion of the magnetic axis. The second term is the one that
provides a transform in stellarators with planar axes.

z.l.

Equilibrium

The primary equilibrium issues are the quality of the
magnetic surfaces and the limits on plasma beta at which the shift
of the magnetic axis becomes too large.
The axis shifts due to
both toroidicity and helicity, but the helical shift preserves the
fundamental heliac symmetry.
Equilibrium properties such as
magnetic well, short connection length, large local shear, and
controlled magnetic ripple are needed for stability and transport
considerations.
The quality of the magnetic surfaces is destroyed by magnetic
perturbations resonating with the rotational transform.
If n and
m are toroidal and poloidal mode numbers associated with the
perturbation field, magnetic islands will develop and the surfaces
will be destroyed near where ·+ = n/m. In the heliac, the dominant
toroidal mode number is N, the number of periods. If the transform
per period is small, T/N < 1/3 , then the smallest resonant
poloidal mode number is m = 4.
Since the amplitudes of the
magnetic perturbations are generally exponentially small for large
m and rt, the region of surface destruction can be limited.
In the
magnetic-island model of the heliac, the rotational transform is
almost constant from the magnetic axis to near the separatrix that
bounds the plasma region. ]\Tear the separatrix it rises to t- = N.
Attractive vacuum-field heliac configurations have been found with
the
rotational
transform
per
period
in
the
range
0.2 ~ 't/N < 0.4 over the plasma region.
Magnetic surfaces like
those given in Fig. 3 obtained with a helically invariant
(R/a + oo) model, show that the global shear is small even
at~= 20% (Fig. 4).
Pith these rotational transforms', low-order
resonances can be avoided.
The

equilibrium beta limit is reached when the Pfirschcurrent causes such large toroidal and helical shifts of
the magnetic axis that high quality surfaces are lost.
The
toroidal shift, which is symmetry breaking, can be reduced with
appropriate field design.
To investigate the Pfirsch-Schluter
current,
it is useful
to adopt a Hamada- like coordinate
system '¥ ,e,?: in which the magnetic field lines are straight . In
such a system, one can define and evaluate parameters 6 , such

Schl~ter

~

t~t

~

1
2
B ('¥ ,e,

1

o

B2
0

('¥)

{1 +

t'o

n,m

~

exp [ i ( n?: - me)] }

(3)
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'Jbe prime implies that n = 0, m = 0 is excluded.
This Fourier
decomposition can be evaluated numerically
[13,14] .
The
pfirsch- Schluter current is
dP

~ CW
B0

I

I
l•J

II

I
I

r

l
(

I

no
n-: exp[i(nC- m9)]

( 4)

n,m

with P(P) the pressure, cg(~)/2 the total poloidal current outside
a flux sur face, and c the speed of light. This will be large near
resonant surfaces where n = ~
unless onm is small, and will
create a magnetic field with this resonant behavior.
If we
visualize an expansion technique for determining the magnetic
surff8)s from B•VP = 0, we can see that p( 1 ) must be related
top
by another 1/(n- m...<-) factor.
The condition that the
magnetic ax is is not shifted too close to the plasma surface
provides a restriction ,

~

(

l

< 2(a/R) 2 (n-~) 2 /jo

-

nm

I

(5)

with a the mean plasma radius and R the major radius . Note that
6 = 2a/R for an axisymmetric tokamak, so this reduces to the
ugbally quoted equilibrium condition for n = 0, m = 1.
For
tokamaks, planar axis stellarators, and heliacs with a low value
of N, the limitations associated with the toroidal shift (n=O,m=1)
set the ~ limit •
For heliacs with N p 3 , the helical shift is
usually more important • In approximate ~ limit, where the helical
shift is half the plasma radius, is

l
,,
r
'

(6)
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with E . the ratio of the plasma half width w/2 to the distance
from the central coil to the magnetic axis , and the estimate
6
= 2(Na/R) /E , In Fig . 5 the axis shift is given versus beta
f~t the helical~y symmetric equilibrium of Fig • 3 • Using the
vacuum- field values for E and ~ · one would analytically expect a

h

h•

beta limit of about 18%, which is a reasonable estimate .
The
validity of the simple analytic formula, Eq. (6), is illustrated
by Fig . 6, constructed for a system with ~/N = 0 .25 with a threedimensional computer code. These equilibria were not optimized to
reduce the toroidal shift.
A reduction could be achieved by
component.
modifying this field structure to minimize the o
01
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Helical magnetic axis shift for straight heliac.
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2.2. Stability

l

I

The equilibrium properties of the heliac that are importan~
for stability considerations are the magnetic well, the local an '
global shear, and the connection length.
These quantities are
quite different for configurations with large N, N ~ 3, from those (
with
N ~ 2
which
have
properties
more
closely
resembli~= 'j
conventional stellarators and torsatrons .
For example, t
magnetic well is related to the magnetic field-line curvature'

I
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1he ratio of the helical curvature to the toroidal curvature is
approximately the ratio of the field strength components oNl /o
01
of Eq. (3) •
This ratio scales as the number of periods, and for
typical configurations is about one for N=3.
For N=2 then, one
expects the well to be created primarily by toroidal effects,and a
truly three-dimensional stability analysis is essential.
The
connection
length
between good
and
bad
curvature
regions
is 1 = R/+ for
toroidal
curvature and
= R/N+ for helical
curv£ture, with R the major radius.
Since both hR and +<
are
proportional to N, the connection lengths are independent of the
number of periods.
Their ratio, L /L = + I (1-;o. ) , is somewhat
t
h
h
h
larger than one.
The short connection lengths, together with the
large local shear, stabilizes pressure-driven ballooning modes
even at high beta.
For high N, the equilibrium properties,
including the magnetic well, are controlled by the helical fields
and the stability picture should closely resemble that of a
helically invariant device.

In

Considerable numerical work has been performed on helically
symmetric models of heliac. Helical equilibria with~> 20% have
been found which are stable to all ideal fixed-boundary modes and
resistive interchanges.
The magnetic well, the strong local
shear, and the short connection length are all stabilizing
features of the heliac geometry.
Although the global shear,
M / d'l', is small, the shear in the field lines is strong on both
the concave and convex sides of the kidney-shaped magnetic
s urfaces.
In other words, the local shear is large but its
average is almost zero.

2.3 . Transport
Heliacs, like other asymmetric configurations· , can have large,
diffusion coefficients both for the electrons and the ions.
However, nonclassical scattering could greatly reduce the effects
of asymmetry on the electron transport and actually improve
confinement.
The heliac has some attractive transport features.
In the
large-aspect-ratio limit, the helical variation 6
of the field
Nl
strength dominates over the other components, including toroidal
effects. Since high-beta stability is maintained in the large R/a
limit of the heliac, there may be a further benefit from the
symmetrizing effect of the plasma self-well.
In this limit,
neoclassical transport should be as good as, or better than, that
calculated for axisymmetric systems [15] •
In other. stellarator
designs, where the magnetic well depends on toroidicity, the
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helical and toroidal ripples must be comp a rable. It is cle ar that
high-g rade confinement could be achieved with large-aspect- ratio
heliacs, R/a ::::: 100 . Preliminary Monte-carlo studies using exact
vacuum magnetic fields indicate that adequate ion confinement for
a reactor should be a chievable in heliacs with R/a ::::: 20 .
3.

CONCLUSION

The superposition of helical fields on a tokamak can provide
an additional vacuum rotational transform that enhances stability
by strengthening the poloidal field in the region of unfavorable
curvature. The tokatron is particularly well suited for this role
because of its symmetry-conserving geometry and simple modular
coil structure.
In a heliac, the poloidal field from a current- carrying
toroidal ring combines with an~= 1 helical field. This provides
a strong magnetic well even in the absence of toroidicity . The
current-carrying toroidal conductor provides a shorter connection
length between regions of unfavorable and favorable curvature and
larger local shear than that in a conventional stellarator or
torsatron.
Thus, a heliac has a smaller shift of the magnetic
axis, a higher equilibrium beta, and better stability and
transport properties than those of stellarators and torsatrons .
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DISCUSSION

H. WOBIG: How large is the variation of th e fi eld strength on the m agnetic
axis?
S. YOSH IKAWA : The case in Fig.! could have field varia tion s as low as 2%
or less. Other configurations also could have low field variation (less than I 0%)
on the magnetic ax is.
H. WOB IG: What trapp ed-particle losses do you ex pec t , and ho w do they
compare with conventional stellarators and torsatrons?
S. YOSHIKAWA: We have not ex haustiv ely analysed t his yet.
A.H. BOOZER: I should like to add that th e rip pl e on the magnetic axis
can be m ade arbitrarily small. In this case the ripple increases approximately
linearly with distance from th e axis and so th e qu estion of trapped-particle
confinement is important. Preliminary results indicate th at adequate reactor
confinem ent should be obtained at a reaso nable aspec t ratio.
F.L. RIBE: Dr. Yoshikawa , do you prefer the figure-8, N = 2 system or a
higher N number for the heliac?
S. YOSH IKAW A: I thin k high N is preferable.
F .L. RIBE: Could you please comment on the stability <(3> limit for large
(-+ oo) aspect ratio ?
S. YOSHIKAWA: The stability limit is calculated to be at 20% or beyo nd.
The equilibrium (3 is almost I 00%.
F.L. RIBE: Do you obtain equally favourabl e <(3 >limits for th e planar
(snake) axis as for the non-planar (helical) axis?
S. YOSHIKAWA: I presume so, but we have no t analy se d this.
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